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A classic Little Golden Bookâ€”with a summertime theme!Nancy and Timmy hop out of their beds

one summer morning and help pack their swimsuits and lunch. And then it's off to the seashore! In a

charming rhyme, this Little Golden Book from 1951 (then titled A Day at the Beach) describes what

preschoolers will find there: "You can catch little crabsâ€”if you're quick! You can draw great big

pictures right on the beach with a piece of a shell or a stick." Oh, what fun! From Kathryn and Byron

Jackson, authors of the popular Little Golden Book The Saggy Baggy Elephant, and Corinne

Malvern, illustrator of the Little Golden Books Doctor Dan the Bandage Man and Nurse Nancy.
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Super cute illustrations, but the experience described in going to the beach is really outdated

(understandably). It was interesting to see the mid-century version of a day at the beach, but I was

surprised how many differences there are between that and my daughter's vacation experience,

which we were seeking to relive in book form :) Unless these things are a "West Coast" thing.

Here's the plot:The kids wake up and hurry downstairs to eat breakfast, after putting their "sun suits"

onThe kids, parents and puppy take the bus to the beachThey get to the beach and stop at the

stand to buy buckets and toysThey go to the changing rooms and change into their bathing



suitsPlay on the beach - draw with sticks, chase crabs, etc, timeless activitiesThe little girl holds

onto a rope in the ocean anchored by stakes, so she can kick in the waves safelyMom calls them

for a picnic and they "are hungry as bears, they eat and eat and eat!" The end. Clunky ending, you'd

think for all the detail they described they'd watch the sunset and go home, its funny that the big

result of their beach day is "we worked up an appetite for cookies and oranges in wax paper!"I

recommend Seashore Baby for little toddlers, it has flaps. We do love this book, but I do a lot of

paraphrasing.

I can see why other reviewers are smitten by this book, as am I. I bought this to read to my two little

girls this summer in preporation for the beach, they loved it and were so inspired by the various

ideas they got from the two adorable kids featured in the book . It is beautifully illustrated, sweetly

worded and a sweet innocent classic.

One of the great vintage Golden Books! My 11-month-old wants to read this over and over. We got

her a few books about the beach so that she would know what to expect on her first vacation, and I

think it worked. This one is the perfect length and has nice sing-songy rhyming text for toddlers.

Obviously these little golden books classics speak for themselves... The same stories my parents

read to me, same great illustrations... i bought several Of these books to tear the pages out and

make a bunting for a book themed baby shower

This book brings back beautiful memories of raising our children, protecting them from harm,

encouraging their joyous inquisitiveness. Something so simple as a day at the beach becomes a

time of wonder and education for our little ones. This book captures the salty air, the chatter of

happy children, the rush of the waves hitting the shore then whooshing back out to sea. Lovely book

- classic beauty.

I bought this book for my five year old granddaughter, who shares my love of the shore. The story is

so cute, and the illustrations are beautiful. Takes me back to my childhood!

A really cute little book about two kids and their adventures at the seashore with their dog. Cute

illustrations, fun text. My 4 year old son enjoyed reading this in anticipation of our own beach

vacation.



I vividly remembered this book from when I was a child reading my mom's well-loved copy. Glad I

could get a new version so my children won't tear Mom's to bits! My toddler loves the book. Nice

rhyming and cadence.
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